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WHAT’S INVOLVED?

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AS A SERVICE
Powered by ENTELLIFUSIONTM.

A SUBSCRIPTI ON BASED FULLY
MANAGED SERVICE…

DEVELOPMENT SU BSCRIPTION

EntelliFusionTM, now available commercially, has

Teksouth offers Business Intelligence as a

massively scaled across the United States

Service (BIaaS) powered by EntelliFusionTM.

Department of Defense for 20 years.

Through

In one

purpose-built

solutions,

Teksouth

Define requirements & plan goals

instance it successfully manages financial and

bridges the data divide with a platform for the

Stand up infrastructure

operational data analytics and decision support

future.

by integrating 226 interfaces for over 15,000

one-stop-shop managed BI solution designed to

users running over 30 million ad-hoc queries

incorporate self-service BI functionality.

Integrate systems
Deploy analytic tools
Dev sprints as needed for progress and scale

BIaaS is a next-gen agile deployment

annually. It has had 99.99% up time for 15 years
–

With Teksouth’s Business Intelligence as a

continuously innovated and built on the latest

Service, we outfit the journey to bridge the data

Microsoft technology and frameworks. It is data

divide and ensure successful data driven cultural

Turnkey SaaS Capability

agnostic, infinitely scalable, and guarantees

transformation. We develop, host, maintain and

Security & Usage Monitoring

accuracy and performance to promote end-user

support. Our clients stay lean and focused on

tool adoption. We can host it in the cloud or on

their business, make progress continuously with

premise.

It is the first place to begin future

agile development sprints, and reduce the often-

readiness to facilitate artificial intelligence &

unknown capital and operational resources

machine

required to make it all work.

OPERATIONAL SUBSCRIPTION

Data Model Optimization
Support & Refinement on command
Hosting on evergreen frameworks

proving

itself

enterprise.

One source for enterprise wide
advanced analytics.

reliable

learning

while

capabilities

evergreen

across

an

simplifying enterprise BI

BRIDGING THE DATA DIVIDE
The “3 V’s”: volume, variety, velocity. We’ve heard this for years, but what does it mean today? It means the same as it did… the amount of data captured by more and
more disconnected sources at real or near-real time is greater than any time in history. This also makes the utility of data more opportune than ever. Today’s combination
of volume, variety and velocity is what we at Teksouth refer to as data overload.
Data overload creates a data divide between those who store & curate data, and those who analyze & share findings. Bridging this divide requires a different
understanding of data… A different set of best practices, strategies and processes that make data work for you.
This new vision of data changes expectations. Professionals at all levels now desire to go to work in a data driven culture, cutting through noise and getting to the facts.
They need actionable insights. Actionable insights look beyond the numbers. They allow organizations to not only discover problems, but also discover opportunities.
Instead of outdated information and manual slide decks, organizations leverage real-time tools with agile business intelligence models.
Actionable insights lead people to the root causes keeping them from achieving their KPIs. This drives organizations to affect the news rather than reporting it. For
more than 37 years, we’ve made it our mission to deliver capabilities that enable our clients to do more than simply “manage” their data, to actually utilize it. Actionable
insights require services that are fast, agile, flexible, and innovative and the support of a team of the most seasoned and specialized professionals.

ENTELLIFUSION… THE POWER BEHIND BIaaS

An enterprise-class, evergreen, infinitely scalable & fully managed decision support platform…
Data Sources

Data Agnostic

Loads structure
and semistructred data

EntelliFusion
Studio™

Metadata driven

Business rules
applied across
platform
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Modern Data
Warehouse

EntelliCache™

Communication

Built to scale-out,
scale-infinitely

Efficiency
increases with use

Fully managed
optimization

Cloud or Onpremise ready

Institutes Late
Binding

Compressed &
encrypted

Robust, redundant
& reliable

Agile business
rules available
instantly

Secure
transmission of
sensitive data
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Perspectives

Full control of
data
representation

Presentation
Free ad-hoc query
& dashboard web
app
Connection to
COTS BI tool of
your choosing

Captions &
definistions
applied to define
data elements

Self-service near
real time KPIs
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